tiny treasures™

Tupperware®
Tiny Treasures™
Citrus Peeler — Mold #727

Peel all types of citrus fruits with ease. Score citrus in full circle around the outside in one direction using the hook end.
Repeat in the opposite direction. Insert flat end under citrus skin and peel off sections.

Rocker Scoop — Mold #292

A flexible scoop for flour, sugar and other staples. It’s ready to use and requires little space when stored inside canisters.
When canister is full, place scoop with pouring edge down and push into sugar or flour until just flat end is showing. If
necessary scoop can be squeezed into container with small opening.

Large Funnel — Mold #1227

Ideal for transferring liquids or a powdered, granular product without spilling. The raised edge on the outside of the funnel
neck allows air to escape from the container being filled. This prevents an overflow of liquid from the funnel. Handle top is
finely textured, allowing for a firm grip.

Yolkster — Mold # 779

Eggs are easily separated with the Yolkster. Place Yolkster over cup or bowl; crack egg, separate the shell and pour egg
into Yolkster. Yolk is held in inner section while egg white drains through opening into cup or bowl. Handle slots and flange
make it possible to attach or rest Yolkster on container rim. Handle is finely textured for a firm grip. Hole on end for hanging.
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Keychain: Sports Bottle — Mold # 80857

Keychain “charm” version of the adorable Sports Bottle.

Keychain: Shape-O® Toy — Mold # 740

Keychain version of the ever-popular Shape-O® Toy.

Keychain: Ice Prisms™

Keychain version of the Ice Prisms™ Bowl with working seal. Keep small coins, pills, safety pins, buttons, gum or other
small items inside.

Keychain: Quick Shake®

Keychain version of the popular Quick Shake with working seal. Keep small coins, safety pins, buttons, gum or other small
items inside.

Ice Cream Scoop Magnet

Attaches to metal surfaces. Handy for holding notes and papers on the refrigerator, including a party date reminder.
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Smidget™ Container

Holds change for meters or tolls; stores travel creams, lotions, shampoos or jewelry. Useful for storing small sewing or
hobby needs.

Whistle Sipper Straws

Fun straw with a little whistle fun for all ages. Works great with the Insulated Tumbler with Drip-Less™ Seal and the
Tupperware® Impressions Tumblers with Drip-Less™ Straw Seals.

Giftable Keychain Pack

Adorable replicas of our innovative and classic products, including the Quick Shake, Sports Bottle and Heat ’N Serve™
Keychains. Use these keychains to drive activities to increase your sales, dating, and party.

Giftable Magnet Pack: Items & Colors May Vary
Keep your business card front and center on your Host's fridge. Adorable assortment of magnets makes it easy for everyone
to keep important information and photos on the fridge. Perfect for an added gift for Hosts, dating gifts for potential Hosts or
party prizes. Each pack contains an assortment of 15 Tupperware® Tiny Treasures™ magnets.

Guest Gift Bag "Tiny Treasures by Tupperware - Items & colors may vary
Assortment of 16 Tupperware® "Tiny Treasures™ including tools and gadgets that make life easier.

Notes:

